General Conditions of the Tenerife Bodypainting
International Festival 2018
This document contains all rules for all categories.
We want equality for all participants, so please comment for future
editions. We ask you for reading all the rules oft he different categories. We have to reacto
with a reduction of points if we recongnize any failure to comply with the rules.

General Informations for all categories:
The cuantity of participants is limited. Please apply early to registration.
Assistant rules: Every artist can have 1 assistant. Only the assistant will be named on
the result lists.
Every failure to comply with the rules will be sanctioned with a reduction of points. Note:
The models are not allowed to paint on their own body or a second model of their artist,
this would be counted as a second assistant. On the other side, the hairstyle only can be
done by the official assistant or the artist.
We don´t allow paints, glues ore sprays which are not skin safe. It is not acceptable to
bring in danger the saint of the model.
You can work with every brand of bodypainting, all kind of accessories or fx.
You are allowed to bring concepts or sketches.
If the artist uses any prohibited element during the contest, this will be sanctionized by a
reduction of points up to 30 points. In extreme cases, the artist can be discualified.
The jury will be out oft he professional world of bodypainting, makeup, fotography and
art.
The final results will be published. Every artist can ask for detailed results.
During the day, the jury will be on the festival ground to see the artists working to
garantee a equal evaluation. The jury will have assistants who can observe failures tot he
rules. Those assistants know all the rules and the time planning and will control also the
beginning and end of competition.
The festival is outside. If bad weather conditions make work impossible, the organisation
can cancel the event or move it to another place. We will do everything possible to go on
with the programm.
The models, artists and assistants have to sign a form before the event to allow the use
of fotos, videos of their work.
You have to cover the genitals of the model. It is possible to use covers of different
materials.
The model has to be at least 18 years old.

It is not allowed to use fire or fireworks in any moment oft he contest.

Categories:
The contest will be devided in three categories.
* Bodypainting Open Category – presented by
* Bodypainting Brush and Sponge – presented by
* Artistic Make Up and Hairstyle - presentaded by
Attention! In case of inscription of less than 7 artists in one or both bodypainting
categories, we will value the option to unify those categories to one which will be
Open Category.

Bodypainting Open Category
In this category you have 6 hours to paint.

It will be valued the combination of paint and/or airbrush, the use of special effects
applied on the body.
There is no limit on the elements you apply on the body and the way you apply them.
Just please respect the safety of the model.
For evaluation, the paint is so important as the special effects.
For special effects, the jury will value the integration of the elements in the body scape
and not only the objects of decoration.
It is more important the cuality of the special effects than the cuantity or size oft he
used elements.
The artist can chose what the model wears on the head (own hair, artificial hair, bald cap,
headpieces or other decorations).
It is allowed to prepare hairstyle and nails of the models before the competition.
Attention: It is not allowed to use any colours, bases, make up or other accessories
before the official start.

Bodypainting Brush and Sponge
In this category you have 6 hours to paint.
It will be valued the technique of classic paint with brush and or sponge.
It is not allowed to use airbrush. Neither use of accessories.
In this category you can use the following objects:
-aritificial nails, fake lashes, effect contact lenses.
-Shoes (not higher than the knees)
-Artificial hair, extensions and decoration pieces only fixed on the part of hair.
-Glitter, lose or in form of spray.

-Glue to fix genital covers.
Everything which is not on this list, is not allowed. The use of other
elements will be valued as failure of the rules.
Some examples of elements which are not allowed are:
-Rhinestones
-Glitter in form of gel
-Everything which has to be glued on the body
-Masks
-Everything which has to be fixed on the body with help of tapes, cords, elastics,
exeption on the head decoration.
Fort he stage presentation you can use additional complements as for example wings,
fabrics etc.

Artistic Make Up and Hairstyle
In this category you have 3 hours to work.
The neck, face and the breast part shall be covered. We will also value the hair style.
It is not allowed to work on the hair or use of accessories, colours or other elements in
face or body bevore the competion.

In this category you can use the following objects:
-Effect Contact lenses, fake lashes
-glitter
-artificial hair
-Decoration and accessories on head or shoulders.
Some examples of elements which are not allowed are:
-Masks, pieces and special effects. Objects glued on the face.

Evaluation of the jury:
The jury will judge in the following way:
Quality, technique and know-how 1 – 12 points.
Interpretation of the theme and originality 1 – 9 points.
Composition of the work and general impression 1 – 9 points.

Tenerife Bodypainting International Festival 2018
Artist informations
Mainday of the competition: 8th of september 2018, San Cristobal de La Laguna, Tenerife
Official Theme 2018: „Webs“
Registration for the competition:
15th of august is Deadline for the official registration. Registration only by written form.

We recommend an early registration because of limited cuantity of participants.
In case of a registration of more than 10 artists, we ask for a portfolio or fotos of recent
works to be able to preselect participants.
Please be sure to send us your portfolio or homepage to see your level of work.
The cuote is 25,- Euros. This cuote assures you the participation.
Please take care: Do not pay the cuote befor you get the confirmation of your
participation.
The registration for artists and team has to be realized by filling the form. You can
download it on the Homepage http://www.tenerife-bodypainting-festival.es.
Timetable of the competition:
The artist tents will open at 9 a.m. At 8 p.m. you have to have left the artist tent.
The Jury:
You shall prepare a short description of your Makeup for the Jury. You enter the jury tent
with your ID. The presentation of your work is limited to 90 sec per participant.
After the jury, all artist shall go with their model to the foto area to give the
photographers the possibility to take fotos of your work and publish them afterwards.
Presentation on stage:
The models present themselves on stage in front of the public.
Order of the presentation is the order of the ID of the artist. The ID will be drawn by lots
before the event.
Bodypainting Categories (Open and Brush/Sponge):
Time for the presentation: 2 minutes per show.
Please bring your music in .mp3 on CD or USB-Stick. You have to deliver your music latest
in the morning of the contest day when you register. If we don´t receive your music on
time, the DJ will put on any music on stage.
You can prepare some sentences to explain your makeup (up to 30 words). This will be
delivered with the music in the morning and will be read by the presentator on stage before
your presentation on stage.
We will have daylight spots, coloured light and the possibility of UV-Light. Please ask us
before the contest if you need any special conditions to see if it can be realized
Artistic Make Up category:
The stage presentation will be like a Catwalk with around 1 minute on stage.
You donot have to bring your own music. We will put on music during the whole category.
You can prepare some sentences to explain your makeup (up to 30 words). This will be
delivered with the music in the morning and will be read by the presentator on stage before
your presentation on stage.
After the presentation:
All artists will get their certificate at the info point.
We cannot send the certificates afterwards.

Prices

Bodypainting Open Category
1st price: medal, 300€ in cash and make up products with a value of 350€ of Senjo Color
2nd price: medal, 150€ in cash and make up products with a value of 300€ of Senjo Color
3rd price: medal, make up products with a value of 250€ of Senjo Color
Bodypainting Pincel Esponja
1st price: medal, 300€ in cash and make up products with a value of 350€ of Cameleon
2nd price: medal, 150€ in cash and make up products with a value of 300€ of Cameleon
3rd price: medal, make up products with a value of 250€ of Cameleon
Maquillaje Artístico y peluquería
1st price: medal, make up products with a value of 250€ of Maquillaje Tenerife
2do lugar: medal, make up products with a value of 150€ of Maquillaje Tenerife
3er lugar: medal, make up products with a value of 100€ of Maquillaje Tenerife
Tenerife Bodypainting International Festival price for best model
The best presentation of all categories will be chosen by the public and jury, the relation of
the votes will be 50/50.
The price is for the main model is the medal and a voucher for a photo session with
Lightmagination.

Further Informations:
The festival is open for public. The artist tents will have the number of the artist ID.
The Info point on the festival will open at 8 am. There will be charged by lot the artist ID.
The artist tents will be organized by the organization.
One tent is for 2 or 3 artists.
Electricity: The festival will have electricity in the tents, but no multiple plugs. Please
bring them yourself!
There will be a foto area. All finished models shall go to this area so that professional
fotos can be taken of model and artist. The artists also can take fotos of their work.
There will be an exhibition area with shops and catering and exibitions. This area will
open from 9am to 8pm.
It´s not allowed to sell or offer products in the artist tents. The artist can bring flyer and
business cards to promote themselves.
“After festival party“: After the awards you are invited to the party to have fun with the
whole team!
Times:
8am
8:30am
10am-4pm
11am-5pm

opening info point
draw of the IDs
completion bodypainting open category
completion bodypainting brush/sponge

12am-3pm
4:30pm-6:30pm
4:30pm-7:30pm
7pm-0pm

competition artistic makeup and hairstyle
jury and foto of model/artist
fotocall for the photographers
stage presentation and shows
award for the best model
award for the best artists and big final

General Conditions of the Tenerife Bodypainting Internatinal Festival
2018
For selling and service as tickets, workshops and products around the Tenerife
Bodypainting Festival 2018
1)
The pages on Facebook will serve for information about the Tenerife Bodypainting
International Festival. On the Homepage and online shop www.maquillaje-tenerife.es are
offered tickets for the contest, the workshops. Organizer of the Tenerife Bodypainting
International Festival is Todo bien-alles gut S.L., NIF B76601350.
These General Conditions are value for all orders by mail, phone and also for personal
orders.
2) Copyright and Content
The published informations on Homepages and Social Medias are proved with care. But
dates can change. We cannot garantee actuality, completeness or exactness. We reserve
realizing changes. The use and access to Homepages and Social Media is on one´s own
authority. The same for linked pages.
We also reserve to change informations and actualize them.
The content of Homepages and Social Medias of the Tenerife Bodypainting International
Festival are protected by copyright, it is not allowed to use or copy any content without
permission in written form.
3) Order of tickets or registration for services
You can by tickets for the events of the Tenerife Bodypainting International Festival on the
Homepage www.maquillaje-tenerife.es . All orders, by phone or online are binding and can
not be changed or cancelled. Because of the limited quantity of participants at the
workshops we ask for a prepaiment of 50% of the cuote at date of registration. Storno up
to 1 month before the date of the workshops will be charged with 20% of the full cuote.
Short time stornos cannot be devolved.
3.2) Cancel of the events, changes and devolution
A devolution of the order is not possible. Exeption is that the event has been cancelled by
the organization. In this case the devolution will be realized within 2 months after the date
of the event.
We reserve changes of persons, programm and date of the event, this does not give the
right for devolution.
A reduction of cuotes is excluded. In case of a storno of the event fees as travelling costs,
hotes and so on can not be refunded.
For emissions in TV, social medias and press, the participant subrogates his rights on ghe

fotos and films without limit on time or place or medium.
4) contract
With the confirmation of your order you have a legal contract with the todo bien-alles gut
S.L.
5) Storno of the contract.
Refund or change of tickets is not possible.
6 ) Payment/prices
The payment of tickets and orders is realized by bank transfer. The cuotes include IGIC.
The tickets and orders will be value after full payment.
7) Access to orders and tickets
We send the confirmation for tickets and orders by mail.
The access to the workshops and competition only is allowed after full payment.
Place and Time of the events and the description will be published on the Homepage and
Social Medias.
10) Privacy
All personal dates will be used only for the use at the event.
11) Fotos and Films
The client allows for the time of the event that his person and works will be filmed and
photographed. These films and fotos will be published live and afterwards in press, web
and social medias. The client allows this use, whilst no personal rights will be damaged.
The client allows that these fotos and films will be used by the organization unlimited also
for commercial use.
12) Final agrees
If parts of this general conditions are not value, this doesn´t affect to the rest of the general
conditions.
This is a traduction of the original general conditions which is in spanish. In case of faults
of traductions, the spanish version is value.
Responsable for the content:
Todo bien-alles gut S.L., NIF B76601350
phone: +34-638.88.15.68, E-Mail: maike.karrer@gmail.com
Web: www.maquillaje-tenerife.es

